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Abstract: This paper empirically investigates the relationship between rural infrastructure and 

agricultural productivity in the state of Rajasthan. The analysis has been carried out among the 

districts of Rajasthan for the period of 2010-2018. The paper presents a framework of 

availability and utilisation of rural infrastructure to analyse these linkages. By and large, 

existing literature has stressed the importance of making adequate infrastructure available. 

However, the utilisation of these infrastructures has not been considered for explaining the 

differences in productivity. Rural infrastructure development indices have been constructed by using principal 

component analysis for availability and utilisation indicators. Random effects model is applied to examine how different 

categories of infrastructure affect agricultural productivity. The study establishes that the role of availability of 

infrastructures in rural areas is contributing to agricultural productivity. Infrastructure utilisation index also turns out to 

be a positive determinant of agricultural productivity. Along with provision of infrastructures, fertiliser input continues 

to play an important role in agricultural development. Despite the fact that availability of data limited the variables that 

could be considered, the study throws up evidence in support of greater investment in infrastructures in rural areas while 

at the same time stressing the need to take steps to maximise the utilisation of existing resources. Therefore, it is 

important to invest in providing region specific infrastructures to resolve the disparities across region. 
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Introduction: The importance of infrastructure for development of agriculture has been widely recognised in most 

developing economies. Development of infrastructure is crucial especially in rural areas as they have implications for 

productivity gains and reduction in poverty (Fan and Thorat, 1999; Hazell and Haddad, 2001). Though climatic 

conditions, government support mechanisms, technological improvements, policy decisions, international trade etc, can 

facilitate better productivity; it does not diminish the importance of provision of adequate and appropriate infrastructural 

facilities at the ground level. The need to achieve balanced regional development has been one of the key challenges for 

India's policy planners for quite some time. Imbalances in developmental processes could also be due to the fact that 

only a few growing sectors dominate the progress of the economy, adding to the continuum of rural-urban differences. In 

this regard, agricultural sector which assumes primary importance in rural areas, has been performing relatively poorer 

compared to the other sectors. Its declining contribution to GDP share, despite more than half of rural population being 

involved in this sector, is a testimony to the relatively poor performance. Agricultural development as a strategy to 

minimise regional differences continues to assume prominence even today. The state of Rajasthan presents a good case 

to examine the relationship between agricultural development and rural infrastructure as its production performance has 

been quite varying (Chand et al, 2009: Kannan and Shah, 2010). With large dry areas and some districts drought-prone, 

the development of the regions has been lopsided with most of the Northern parts of Rajasthan at lower levels of 

development. “The vast extent of dry, unirrigated land, located primarily in Northern Rajasthan, casts its long shadow on 

the socio-economic development of the local people in many significant ways” (Planning Commission, 2006, p. 5). The 

differences in agricultural performance and existence of regional disparities are often attributed to variations in natural 

resources endowments and socio-economic and institutional factors (Deshpande, 2006). Northern districts of Rajasthan 

are poorer than the rest of the state (Planning Commission, 2007). Given the importance of infrastructure as a strategy 

for agricultural development, it is imperative to examine the pathways in which targeted infrastructure can help mitigate 

the regional disparities. Also, the scarce resources need to be mobilised to get the expected output and augment 

development of this primary sector. The present study examines the linkages between rural infrastructure and agricultural 

productivity across the districts of Rajasthan. The study attempts to analyse how different categories of rural 

infrastructure affected agricultural productivity over three decades across districts in Rajasthan. Along with 

infrastructures, other inputs and variables which are drivers of agricultural development have also been analysed in the 

paper. The paper has been organised into six sections. After a brief introduction, the paper focuses on reviewing the 

existing literature on the relationship between infrastructure and agricultural productivity in international and Indian 

contexts. This section also includes a discussion of the identified research gaps. The third section presents the conceptual 

framework and the classification of rural infrastructure adopted in the present paper. The data sources and methodology 


